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BitZonk Bonus Terms Definition 

Deposit bonus - sum of additional money credited to Player`s account after bonus funds being 

claimed. 

Frozen amount – sum of deposit bonuses multiplied by 35. 

Wagering requirements – before enable withdrawals, Player must wager at least 35 times 
their allocated funds 
 

Deposit Bonus Terms and Conditions 

1. BitZonk may, under certain circumstances, credit a Player's account with a deposit bonus. 

2. BitZonk deposit bonus multiplier is 100%. 

3. Player can only request for bonus withdrawal, if a frozen amount has been wagered. 

4. Deposit bonuses of the Player sum up. 

5. The deposit bonus may be withdrawn only if wagered 35 times. 

6. Every Player, including the one that is not logged in, is allowed to receive deposit bonus. 

7. The period for achieving the withdrawal threshold is unlimited. 

8. There is no value or quantity limitations for deposit bonuses. 

9. Only fully settled bets (i.e. bets that result in a win or loss) will be counted towards wagering. 

10. Only real money bets qualify for deposit bonus wagering requirements. 

General Restrictions 

1. BitZonk reserves the right to cancel or amend these terms & conditions at any point at any time 

without any prior notice. 

2. Any violation of BitZonk General Terms and Conditions results in the loss of the deposit bonus. 

3. BitZonk reserves the right to void any bonus and/or winnings obtained as a result of fraudulent 

behavior. 

4. All withdrawals will be subject to an internal audit before being processed. BitZonk reserves all 

right to void bonuses or any winnings for failed audits. Players hereby consents in advance to same. 

5. If, upon such a review, it appears that a Player(s) are participating in strategies, taking advantage 

of any software or system bug or failure, or participating in any form of activity that BitZonk in its 

sole and complete discretions, deems to be abusive, Bitzonk reserves the right to revoke the 

entitlement of such a Player to receive or benefit from the promotion (and/or withhold the pay 

out of the proceeds of such abuse to the Player(s) in question). 

6. If it is discovered that a group Players are using the same betting patterns and are connected via 

(but not limited to) location, payment pattern or IP, BitZonk will at its own discretion have the 

mandate to confiscate bonus winnings and/or deposit. 

7. In the event of any dispute, the decision of BitZonk will be final. 
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8. BitZonk Terms and Conditions is published on the Website (and updated from time to time) in 

English and it is the English version of these Terms and Conditions that form the basis of these 

Terms and Conditions only. Translations into other languages may be made as a service and are 

made in good faith. However, in the event of differences between the English version and a 

translation, the English version has priority over any translation. 

 

 

 


